
DETAILS

PROFESSIONAL

Leuco
Laminate

1/2” (T) x 7-1/2” (W) x 54-11/32” (L) (nominal)
12 mm (T) x 190 mm (W) x 1380 mm (L)

19.76 SF per box

10mm waterproof laminate with 2mm attached pad       
(total thickness: 12mm).

Attached pad guards against mold and mildew growth.

Milled bevel with HydroSeal. 

Easy clean surface that is damp mop approved.

4-sided bevel edge with stunning wood visuals and realistic 
EIR textures.

AC4 wear rating with a protective wear layer to stand up 
against everyday scratches, stains and fading.

CARB 2 compliant.

Install transition free, up to 50’x50’ .

Replace single planks of Leuco quickly and easily with 
TORLYS Bulldog™. No mess, no dust, no downtime.

Made in USA. 
WILLOW OAK

SEPTEMBER 2020

CHESNUT OAKWILLOW OAK*
*High shade variation

NATURAL OAK ALBA OAKPINNATE OAK 

SWEET CREAM OAK



QUALITY BUILT IN
1. Top Layer A top finishing layer to ensure your floor stays beautiful year after 
year, complete with HydroSeal.

2. Decorative Layer Real wood-like textures featuring natural designs.

3. TORLYS Smart Core Dent resistant and strong.

4. TORLYS Uniclic® Joint The most advanced,     
gap-resistant joint system available today.

5. Bottom Layer Backing provides a moisture barrier and added stability.

6. Attached 2mm Pad For sound reduction, and mold / midew protection. 
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Residential Warranty: 35 Year limited wear, 
stain, water and fade. Lifetime structural and joint 
integrity/no gapping warranty. Leuco can be 
disassembled and re-used in another room or home. 

Light Commercial Warranty: 
7 Year limited wear, stain and 
fade. Lifetime structural and joint 
integrity/no gapping warranty.

*An aluminum sub-base is required for the Flush Stair Nosing installations. Incizo can also be used for non-flush.

ACCESSORIES

TORLYS Exclusive | smartSTEP Moulding
TORLYS laminates offer a unique smartSTEP moulding solution to add the perfecct finishing touch to your 
installation. The smartSTEP is made from a full plank of flooring for a perfect colour, texture & dimension match. 
It also uses the same Uniclic® joint as the matching floor for an easy installation. A specially engineered metal 
plate can be used in conjunction with the smartSTEP to allow for a floating installation on landings. 

Incizo 5-in-1 Moulding
A Reducer, T-Moulding, 
Square Nose and Flush Stair 
Nosing in ONE profile. 

T-Moulding Square Nose              
to Carpet

Reducer Square Nose 
Edge Moulding

Flush Stair Nosing*

WATERPROOF FLOORING
Leuco is waterproof* thanks to a combination 
of the Uniclic® joint and Hydroseal coating. 

HYDROSEAL
HydroSeal water-repellent edge coating keeps 
water from penetrating the floor’s core.

*Fully waterproof when installed with a perimeter seal. Visit torlys.com details.


